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claims 2017
Driving and enabling modernisation

12th October 2017 • Fenchurch Place • London
Keynote speakers:

Main sponsor

Speakers include:

Steve Hearn
CEO
Ed Broking

Fiona Sperry
Head of Claims &
Global Specialty
Claims
Sompo Canopius

Mike Gillett
Head of Claims
Liberty Syndicates

Ben Bolton
Founder and CEO
Gracechurch Consulting

Miles Banks
Chairman, Global
Claims Executive
Willis Towers
Watson

Geoff Godwin
UK Chief Operating
Officer
AIG

Stream and panel sponsors

Exhibitors

Steve Parry
Director of Claims, Europe
and Eurasia & Africa
Chubb
Tim Pitt
Director of Data,
Analytics and Pricing
XL Catlin

Overview
London Market Claims focuses on claims’ role in modernisation and
delivering better client outcomes
London has a renewed urgency to modernise in the face of increased competition in the global insurance market,
changing client expectations and rapidly developing new technologies – presenting claims with a unique strategic
opportunity. Successfully responding to these challenges is critical if London is to maintain it’s position as the
no.1 market for specialist and commercial (re)insurance – the question is how can claims lead not follow on
modernisation, and be London’s key differentiator in a new globalised market?
It’s time for claims to step up by designing and implementing a claims strategy that provides real improvements for
clients, delivers efficiencies in the value chain and builds sustainable competitive advantage.
Topics to be discussed include:
• With claims currently outside the LM TOM how does the function positively respond to the challenges in
London Matters 2017?
• The impact of the Single Party Agreement Clause and CSRP
• Effectively handling delegated authority claims
• The role of technology, data, analytics and AI in driving strategic change in claims
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08:00 Registration, coffee and networking
09:00 KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS

CEO’s perspective: overcoming key
challenges and grasping opportunities
within the London Market

Claims 2022:
are we at a tipping point?

• Implications of disruption to the traditional value
chain from new ventures, alternative capital and
globalisation
• How is this impacting distribution and the role of the
insurer and broker?
• Modernising London’s insurance market to compete
in the future – talent, culture, technology and
efficiency
• The role of claims in driving strategic change and
meeting changing client expectations

Ben Bolton of Gracechurch will present the results of this
year’s pre-event report conducted with key stakeholders
from across the market.
• How will the London market develop in the next 5 years
• What are we striving to achieve? Key ambitions for
insurers, brokers and the role of claims
• Will disruption witnessed in all other industries and
markets impact London in a similar way?
• Are the modernisation developments happening now
going to be enough to ensure a positive future?

The 2017 Insurance Network & Gracechurch Report

Ben Bolton
Founder and CEO
Gracechurch Consulting

Steve Hearn
CEO
Ed Broking

10.10 Opening panel discussion

Overcoming practical challenges to improve claims performance
Our expert panel will respond to the strategic themes raised in the opening presentations and the results of the
pre-event survey. Questions will also be taken from the audience and discussed by the panel.
Steve Hearn
CEO
Ed Broking

Ben Bolton
Founder and CEO
Gracechurch
Consulting

10:45 Coffee & networking in the exhibition area

Chris McTear
Insurance Manager
Tideway & AIRMIC
Insurance Steering
Group Member

Geoff Godwin
UK Chief Operating
Officer
AIG

11.15 Delegates select one of the following three streams
stream 1
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stream 2

stream 3

Successfully
delivering change

Automating claims

London Market TOM

Creating a claims centric culture
to improve client outcomes

Leveraging AI and machine
learning within claims

Is TOM delivering value for money
& the correct pace of change?

Devising and implementing a
claims strategy that meets future
client and business needs

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

CASE STUDY: overcoming the
practical challenges of automating
claims

Modernising London through the
LM TOM: driving engagement and
positive change

• Assessing the benefits of RPA to
achieve efficiencies, improve cycle
times and enhance the customer
experience
• Overview of the case study within
claims – investment & objectives
• Lessons learned from our journey
so far
• Moving towards more sophisticated
AI solutions
• What is the potential for this
technology to be applied to the
London market claims environment?

• Improving processes, removing
costs and overcoming technology
barriers
• Update on the TOMs progress and
priorities for the next 12 months
• Where does claims sit within the
scope of LM TOM modernisation?
• Key challenges to be overcome to
drive progress forward

• What does claims look like in the
future?
• Developing the roles, skills and
capabilities to enable the claims
vision
• Successfully changing people and
processes
• Creating an environment where
innovation and continuous
improvements can flourish
Fiona Sperry
Head of Claims & Global
Specialty Claims
Sompo Canopius

Transforming claims to reduce
costs, deliver an exceptional claims
service and stay competitive:
• Key criteria for successfully
transforming claims to be at the
heart of the business
• Reviewing end to end processes to
discover inefficient systems
• Balancing the drive to find
efficiencies with the need to invest
in claims modernisation
• Gaining buy-in from across the
organisation to successfully deliver
change
• Recruitment strategies and skill sets
of the millennial population
Phil Daly
Head of Transformation Commercial Claims
Zurich Commercial (UK)

Adrian Thornycroft
TOM Programme Director
LMA

Dean Witherington
Head of Performance &
Transformation UK Claims
Zurich

Topics to be discussed in the
following round table discussion
include:
• How will new technology such as
IoT and AI provide a competitive
edge?
• How can we implement straight
through processing into claims
systems?
• Enabling access to more data that is
easily understood and actionable
• How can we reduce errors and
increase speed of resolution?

Book online today
Book 2 places and the 3rd comes FREE
13.00 Lunch and networking in the exhibition room

14.00 Delegates select one of the following three sessions
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panel 2

Technology &
digital: threats &
opportunities

Improving
claims
performance

Will technology drive innovation
and change or be the market’s
death knell?

Achieving client centricity and
operational efficiency

Single Party Agreement Clause
and the CSRP

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

As we stand on the brink of the ‘4th
Industrial Revolution’ can London
embrace the fundamental change it
will bring?

Efficiency and customer service
need not be mutually exclusive. But
how do you overcome the practical
challenges to improve claims
performance and client outcomes?

This session will explore the progress
being made to modernise claims
specifically the single agreement
clause and CSRP. The discussion
will also focus on how to achieve
future  modernisation that meets the
‘London Matters’ challenges.

This session will explore both the
art of the possible as well as the
capabilities needed to successfully
exploit new technologies and where
the impact will be most keenly felt.  
Topics to be discussed include:
• What will successful ‘digital’ insurers
and brokers look like, and how will
they deliver value?
• How will the blurring of the digital,
physical and biological spheres
impact insurance?
• Who will be the winners…and the
losers?
• Can IoT, advanced analytics and
AI be applied within the London
Market and what are the risks?
Paul Willoughby
Head of IT Strategy,
Innovation and Architecture
Beazley
Craig Foster
Connected Home Director
Homeserve

Our expert panel will discuss:
• How do you decrease claims
resolution times?
• Effectively allocating resources
to achieve both efficiency and
customer service
• Using data and multi-channel
communications to better
understand clients and respond to
their needs
• Are new claims technologies
and automation going to have
a significant impact on London
market claims?

panel 3
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panel 1

Market
modernisation

Topics to be discussed include:
• Is it time to rethink Central Services
Refresh Programme?
• How will the online portal affect the
claims process?
• How will post bind submission
impact claims?
• The scope, implications and future
development of the Single Party
Agreement Clause
• The role of claims in driving future
successful modernisation

Miles Banks
Chairman, Global Claims
Executive
Willis Towers Watson

Sam Drysdale
Head of Claims & Delegated
Underwriting Management
Fidelis

Mike Gillett
Head of Claims
Liberty Syndicates

Lee Elliston
Head of Claims Operations
LMA

Simon Gregson
Chief Information Officer
Novae Group

15.00 Coffee & networking in the exhibition area

David Henderson
Vice President, Division
Claims Manager EMEA/Asia
Pacific
FM Global

15.20 Delegates select one of the following three workshops
workshop 1

workshop 2

workshop 3

Leveraging data
and analytics to
drive better claims
outcomes

Transforming claims
operations

Delegated authority
claims

Using data to improve risk
modelling, pricing and the client
claims experience

Overcoming the system, process
and technology challenges to
improve claims performance

Sponsored by

• How is data currently being used
within the organisation and what
are the implications for claims?
• Achieving and maintaining data
quality to drive better MI
• Advanced data mining to develop
risk management solutions
• How will new techniques improve
client experience and outcomes?
• Developing the right skills and
capabilities to understand and
leverage data and analytics

• Moving from being product focused
to client centric - transforming the
way we think about claims systems
and processes
• Strategically thinking about what a
good claims service will look like in
the next 5 years
• Fostering agility and innovation
in claims handling to deliver an
exceptional and consistent service
• Putting in effective metrics to
change behaviour and deliver a
claims centric culture

Tim Pitt
Director of Data, Analytics
and Pricing
XL Catlin

Andrew Sellers
Group Head of Claims
Supplier Management
Hiscox

Rethinking delegated authority
claims to improve the Coverholder /
insurer relationship
• What do Coverholders and brokers
require to improve processes?
• Reassessing the bordereau system
of data gathering and reporting    
• Finding efficiencies whilst also
complying with regulations and
reporting standards
• The role of claims in driving and
implementing change
• How can the challenges be
overcome?
Sarah Newman
Support Services Director
Endeavour Insurance
Services

16.30 Closing Panel Discussion

Securing London’s future
Will London still be the largest global centre for
commercial and specialty risk in 2022 and beyond?
The London Matters report highlighted a number of challenges the market faces
particularly in reinsurance, emerging markets and diversity in an increasingly
global and competitive insurance market. Questions remain around the speed and
effectiveness of modernisation, “this latest intelligence confirms that things are not
improving and we cannot afford to be complacent.”
Couple these fact based challenges with new rapidly developing technologies,
changing client expectations and a risk adverse culture the key question remains: is
there a burning platform and enough appetite to drive change?
Our expert panel will discuss:
• Will Brexit impact the London Market and claims?
• How do we attract the next generation of talent and leaders?
• Where next for modernisation within the London Market and what is the role
of claims?
• What would a post digital London market be like to work in? Who would want
to work in it?
• Is technology really the answer to everything?
17:10 Drinks reception
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Ben Bolton
Founder and CEO
Gracechurch Consulting
Jasmine Shell
Communications Executive
LMA & Digital Minds
Think Tank Member
Simon Gaffney
Chief Data Officer
Willis Towers Watson
Steve Parry
Director of Claims, Europe
and Eurasia & Africa
Chubb

With so many events
to choose from, why
come to ours?
We stick to a number of “golden rules”
that enable you to maximise value
from attending our events and ensure
you gain key insights from other
members of the audience as well as the
presenters:

• Only director level delegates in the audience
No junior managers or suppliers can attend as delegates to
ensure you discuss and benchmark with your peers
• Interactive format
By including dedicated time for discussion, reflection and
benchmarking you can pick up those invaluable learnings and
practical techniques from your peers
• No press, no transcripts – just honest, open discussion
Speakers will ‘water down‘ their presentations if they
know there are press in the audience – that’s why we are
independent from any publication, have no press in the
audience and take no transcripts

Join The Insurance Network...
The Insurance Network is an exclusive community of directors from leading insurers and brokers who
benchmark, share ideas and network with their peers at conferences, panel discussions and breakfast
briefings.
Joining The Insurance Network as a member not only offers great value for money and time, it will also
keep you up to date with key business issues.

As a member you will benefit from FREE attendance at these conferences:

• London Market Claims

12th October 2017

• TINtech London Market

6th February 2018

• Strategic Claims

20th March 2018

• TINtech 2018

5th June 2018

plus priority attendance at our exclusive breakfast briefings

Membership: £999 + VAT
To discuss membership
call Phil Middleton
#LMClaims

020 7079 0270
www.the-insurance-network.co.uk
@ info@the-insurance-network.co.uk

Main sponsor
Guidewire delivers the software that Property/Casualty (P/C) insurers need to adapt and succeed in
a time of rapid industry change. We combine three elements – core processing, data and analytics,
and digital engagement – into a technology platform that enhances insurers’ ability to engage and
empower their customers and employees. More than 200 P/C insurers around the world have selected Guidewire. For more information,
please visit www.guidewire.com. Follow us on twitter: @Guidewire_PandC.

Sponsors

Exhibitors

Through Xchanging, a DXC Technology
Company, we employ the largest pool of
claims professionals within the London
insurance market, operating delegated authority services contracts on behalf of
Managing Agents and London Market Companies, as well as administration and coordination. Over 80% of Managing Agents have a contract with XCS Elective Services.
The services we provide are tailored to accommodate your appetite for delegation
with agile processes, service levels and referral limits. Contractual obligations are met
through the breadth and depth across our versatile workforce allowing for surge and
seasonal peaks. Our claims services combine three critical elements:

DOCOsoft is an innovative developer of technology solutions
for the global insurance and financial services markets. With
over 15 years’ experience, the company’s pedigree is well
established in the UK and our software is widely used in the London Insurance market,
where we provide highly-effective Claims, Document Management and connectivity
solutions.

• Breadth and depth of technical claims expertise across all Lloyd’s Risk Codes
• Deep understanding of process
• Operational rigour and control
The combination of these key elements deliver unparalleled benefits to our
customers: shortened claims lifecycle, reduced claims cost, and improved service;
allowing you to focus on core activity and high-end complex claims. Our claims
professionals work as an extension of your own claims team, proactively managing
a claim throughout its lifecycle. Our flexible approach ensures the best fit with your
existing claims culture. This philosophy is adopted across our Claims Co-ordination,
Management and Administration services whilst utilising technology-enabled
solutions. In April 2017 Xchanging became part of DXC Technology, together
offering innovative, next-generation technology solutions and services to every
segment of the insurance market globally. For more information, please visit www.
xchanging.com
Kofax is a leading provider of smart process
applications that simplify the business critical First
Mile™ of information intensive customer interactions.
We combine market leading capture, process management, analytics and mobile
capabilities that enable organizations to increase their responsiveness to customers,
provide better service, gain a competitive advantage and better grow their
businesses while reducing operating costs. For more information, please visit www.
kofax.com
Insurance business transformation is a journey of
change and revitalization, a renaissance of insurance.
Over 150 insurance companies worldwide in P&C,
L&A and Group/ Employee Benefits are transforming their businesses with Majesco’s
solutions. Our market leading software, consulting and services uniquely underpin
the entire insurance value chain and empower insurers with the agility, innovation
and speed needed to meet their transformation opportunities head on. Majesco’s
solutions include policy management, new business / underwriting, rating, billing,
claims management, distribution management, BI/ analytics, predictive modeling,
digital platform with mobile and portal, testing services, cloud services, bureau and
content services, transformation services, consulting services and more. For more
information, email us at info@majesco.com, follow us on LinkedIn or Twitter and visit
us at www.majesco.com.
Virtusa Corporation (NASDAQ GS: VRTU) is a global provider
of information technology (IT) consulting and outsourcing
services that accelerate outcomes for businesses in
banking, insurance, healthcare, telecommunications, technology, and media
& entertainment. Virtusa’s outsourcing solutions enable businesses to improve
operational efficiency and reduce IT costs. Virtusa’s digital transformation solutions
empower clients to accelerate revenue growth and reimagine the customer
experience. Through the acquisition of a majority interest in Polaris Consulting
Services Ltd. in March 2016, Virtusa has created a robust platform to provide endto-end solutions and services in banking and financial services, strengthening
its positioning as a top, global FinTech services provider. Virtusa Corporation is
headquartered in Massachusetts and has 50 offices across North America, Europe
and Asia. www.virtusa.com
Advent Claims is focused solely on
providing solutions to the global
Delegated Authority market doing
business with Lloyd’s and the wider London Market. Our global claims platform
“Advantage” and TPA claims services remove many of the inefficiencies of traditional
claims management practices, bordereaux production and reconciliation processes
and meet all the regulatory, compliance and performance reporting requirements
that Lloyd’s and the London Market requires.
Our services are established in the UK, US, Canada and Australia covering over 80%
of London’s Coverholder markets. Contact Paul Bermingham at paul.bermingham@
advent.global or on +44 (0)7748 678655 for more information. www.advent.global

Many of the leading London Market Insurance companies rely on DOCOsoft for their Claims
Management and the product is closely integrated into the infrastructure that supports the
London and international insurance market. DOCOsoft Claims support regulatory compliance
with minimum claims standards, helps increase throughput, reduces duplication of effort, and
supports faster reporting all in a controlled process framework. For more information, please
visit www.docosoft.com
Sequel are a leading insurance and reinsurance software specialists delivering
powerful, reliable solutions across the market for over 20 years. We are known
for our industry expertise, professionalism, and track record for delivering
successful transformation programmes on time and on budget.
Sequel is committed to becoming a clear technology champion based on the strong
foundations of our Eclipse Underwriting & Broking solutions (which process over £12 billion of
premiums annually), with new innovative products such as Sequel Claims and Sequel Impact
(for Exposure Management). Our customers are underwriters, brokers and MGAs within the
Lloyd’s, companies and international insurance/reinsurance sector. www.sequel.com
WEX is a leading provider of corporate payment solutions. Since 2000 we have
helped our customers to gain a competitive edge with simplified accounts
payable processing. In 2016 we processed $23 billion in payments on behalf
of our customers allowing them to focus on their core businesses. Our virtual
payments solution is a real-time and touch free way to pay suppliers that:
•
•
•
•
•

Enables faster payment of approved claims
Enhances cash flow via access to extended payment terms
Gives you money back from payments you are already making
Reduces administration and overhead in accounts payable with auto-reconciliation
Avoids fraud and disputes with a secure and controlled payment method

www.wexeurope.com, (0)203 553 5835, sales@wexeurope.com
From rating and underwriting to eligibility, claims adjudication and
commission calculations, insurance companies around the world trust
InRule®, the no-code business rule management system (BRMS), to
automate decisions and processes, speed time to market, and lower
costs. InRule makes it easy to respond to and take advantage of changing market conditions
and requirements.
InRule Technology® enables people to make changes to rules and calculations in applications
without code modifications. By allowing technical and non-technical users to change rules and
calculations without programming, InRule helps streamline processes and reduce costs. With
InRule Technology, as the rules change, so can your business. www.inrule.com
Charles Taylor InsureTech was established to help insurance
businesses drive change through the delivery of technology enabled
solutions. Blending our deep knowledge of insurance with leading
edge technical expertise, we deliver agile, future-proof solutions to
clients worldwide, enabling them to escape their legacy systems and
meet the changing expectations of their clients. Charles Taylor InsureTech is part of Charles
Taylor plc, a leading international provider of professional services to clients across the
global insurance market. Charles Taylor employs over 1,800 staff in 71 offices spread across
28 countries in the UK, the Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, Middle East and Africa.
www.ctplc.com/insurance-support-services/insuretech/
Wherever they operate, Insurance companies need advisers
who truly understand the capital, operational and regulatory
issues they face. Clyde & Co is a global insurance focused law
firm that advises insurers, incubators, investors and start-ups on managing their risks and
understanding the regulatory framework in the increasingly dynamic environment of
insurance today.
We are a law firm with a pioneering heritage operating across six continents and well
known for our work in emerging markets. We have a commercially focused approach, an
unmatched global presence and experience across all lines of insurance business.
www.clydeco.com

Booking options
Practitioners (Actively working for an insurer, broker or loss/claims adjuster. No suppliers please*)
Early booking rate only £299 + VAT (expires 22nd September 2017)
(Standard rate £499 + VAT)

Group bookings: Book 2 places and the 3rd person comes FREE
Members of Airmic & The Insurance Network attend for free
*For sponsorship and exhibition opportunities call Phil Middleton on 020 7631 0034 or email
phil@the-insurance-network.co.uk

How to register...
 Select your booking option & choose one of the 3 easy ways to register
www.london-market-claims.co.uk

@

Jeremy@the-insurance-network.co.uk
020 7079 0270

On receipt of your registration we will send you an email confirmation. If you have opted to
 pay
by credit card a member of our team will call you.
the date to your diary. Closer to October 12 we will send through a map & directions
 Add
to the venue.
th

Registration terms and conditions
By registering to this event you are entering into an agreement with Middleton Burgess Limited and bound by the terms and conditions of registration. Cancellation:
If you are unable to attend this event for any reason and you wish to cancel your booking you must you must notify us in writing. Cancellations received on or before
22/09/2017 will be entitled to a 50% refund of the registration fee paid. Cancellations received after 22/09/2017 will not be refunded. You may transfer your place to a
colleague at any time however they must be of a suitable seniority level. It may be necessary beyond the control of Middleton Burgess Limited to alter the content and
timing of the programme or the location of any event. In the case of event cancellation by Middleton Burgess Limited, liability is limited to transfer this booking to a
similar event to be held within the next 12 months. Should Middleton Burgess Limited be unable to provide a similar event a full refund will be applicable. If you are a
supplier of services we will NOT be able to process your registration.
The Insurance Network is administered by Middleton Burgess Limited, Springfield House, Maidstone, ME14 2LP.
Company Number; 05250150 VAT registration number: 848636973

